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A DINOSAUR AND A DORMOUSE WENT TO SEA. 

The Cruise of Cuillin Peri 

Port Appin to Coll, via the Sound of Mull 

14-19 August 2010 

Adrian Pery and Kate Mellor 

 

Launch and recovery:  View of Loch Linnhe from the private slipway at Ardtur, Port Appin.  (56 33.90N 5 24.0W) 

Photo: Adrian Pery 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This log is written to record the cruise of Adrian Pery and Kate Mellor, aboard Wayfarer World ‘Cuillin Peri’, 

around the top of Mull in August 2010.  It is written not so much as a ‘what we did’ but more on a basis of 

‘this is how we planned it and how things worked out’.   

 

When we started planning this cruise it seemed a huge step.  In fact it was not as hard as it seemed.  We 

had some advantages in that Adrian knew the area and Kate is a seasoned Wayfarer sailor and cruiser.  

However this was our first long cruise and we learnt a great deal from it.  It is to that end that we have 

written this log as we have – to help other Wayfarer sailors preparing for their first long cruise.  Thus we 

have gone into some detail about the kit we took and what we needed to prepare for such an undertaking; 

for this we make no apology.  Much of this will be old hat to experienced cruisers and we would not be 

offended if they skipped those parts, but for those aspiring or new to the cruising scene we hope that this 

log is of help and that it gives you the confidence to go out and do it for yourself. 

 

Longer distance cruising is an amazing experience that rewards the well prepared.  We were extremely 

lucky with the weather and so we achieved more than we could have reasonably expected on a first 

attempt, especially as we were a single boat.  The decision to go as a single boat was not taken lightly and 

had the weather been bad it would have had a far greater impact than if we sailed in company.  However 

the cruising area we selected was magnificent and gives so many options – it must be one of the premier 

cruising areas in Britain. 

 

The reader may be wondering about the title.   This is not some plagiaristic poetic aspiration but more a 

reflection on Kate’s view of the skipper’s age (from her perspective) and Adrian’s view on Kate’s propensity to 

sleep a lot - curled up deep inside her sleeping bag! 

 

(All photographs copyright Adrian Pery and Kate Mellor) 
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PREPARATION. 

 

Selection of the crew:  The decision of who to go sailing with was very easy.  Someone who is competent 

and capable is important, but someone you can get on with in a confined space is essential.  There can be 

nothing worse than being cooped up in bad weather with someone who gets on your nerves.  We never 

had any doubt we would get on fine and so it proved. 

 

Selection of the cruising area and itinerary:  The selection of the cruising area was relatively easy – we both 

wished to cruise on the West Coast of Scotland and in particular the Oban/Mull area.  The skipper knew the 

region fairly well and so ideas developed through the summer, based on crew confidence but tempered by 

time off and the knowledge that the weather in Argyll in August can be varied to say the least.  In the end 3 

options were planned: 

 

1. Cruise up Loch Etive.  This being more sheltered water. 

2. Cruise to the top of Mull and then either to the outlying islands or up Loch Sunart. 

3. Circumnavigate Mull. 

 

The decision on which itinerary to take would depend on the weather forecast nearer the time. 

 

Several launch sites were considered1: 

 

Puffin Dive Centre, Oban.  This is easily accessible at all tides and provides somewhere (at cost) to 

leave a car and trailer.  Well protected from the elements at Gallanach in the Sound of Kerrera it 

provides access, south of the Island of Lismore, to the Sound of Mull.  It does require passage of the 

tidal race/overfalls to enter the Sound of Mull. 

 

Ardtur, Port Appin.  This is a private slipway (family) that would allow us free and easy access to 

Loch Linnhe.  The slip is best above mid-tide, although it is exposed to northerly winds.  It provides 

easy access to the Lynn of Morvern via the NE end of Lismore and avoids the worst of the over falls 

into the Sound of Mull.  Best used if there is time to take the ebb towards the Sound of Mull and 

then taking the flood up the Sound of Mull (these factors apply to Port Appin and 

Lettershuna/Linnhe Watersports, which provides a nearby fallback launch and recovery in the 

event of bad conditions). 

 

Ledaig.  The campsite at Ledaig offers some facilities and is near to the entrance to Loch Etive.  Not 

seriously considered unless weather conditions prevented use of other facilities. 

 

In the end the family welcome and promise of a good meal before and after settled the matter:  we 

launched from Ardtur, Port Appin. 

 

Solo or in Company.  A discussion was held as to whether we should find a companion boat for this cruise.  

Company would provide additional security, provide back up for incident management and may allow an 

extended cruising area in marginal weather conditions; but it would also complicate the decision making 

process.  In the end as the skipper was unable to fix dates until late in the day we went solo to avoid 

messing other crews about.  Given our experience and weather this proved the right decision and allowed 

                                                             
1
 See the Good Launch Guide for further details. 
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us to change plans according to the weather as we felt.  It reduced time pressures too – leaving only the tide 

to worry about. 

 

Preparation of the boat:  Despite Adrian having sailed Cuillin Peri for 5 years we realised there was much to 

do to make her ready for an extended (rather than a 2 day) cruise.   Bought as a standard Wayfarer World, 

with an asymmetric spinnaker, the following work was done during the preceding weeks; based on 

experience gained from UKWA rallies, the cruising conference and Ullswater gatherings over the last few 

years: 

 

Spinnaker.   Cuillin Peri was adapted to fly a conventional spinnaker.  This allowed for extra 

stowage under the foredeck.  In order to achieve this a pole uphaul and downhaul were rigged so 

that either a symmetrical or asymmetrical spinnaker can be flown.  A cover for the sail chute by the 

bow was purchased and fitted to prevent water ingress when cruising. It can be easily removed to 

allow use of the chute in future.  A spinnaker pole was procured and stowed suspended from the 

boom.  The existing sheets, turning blocks and cleats work for both types of spinnaker. 

 

Tent.   There are many types of tent available.  The tent chosen, a Canvas Windmill Mk 2 Hooped 

tent, provided a good compromise of space and simplicity.  Extra height and room over the Mk 1 

tent was required due to the use of the raised sleeping hammock/canvas platform.  Simplicity of 

design and erection is essential if the weather is inclement and you are cold.  The crew (Kate), 

initially wary of the complexity of the Mk2 Hooped tent, was converted to its utility very quickly.  

The tent goes over the boom which is raised by means of a removable gooseneck at the front and a 

boom crutch and topping lift at the rear.  The tent is fixed to the boat by the use of hooks under the 

gunwale.   

 

 
Inside the tent. 

Photo:  Adrian Pery 

 

Boom crutch.  To give extra support to the flexible poles of the tent frame and provide a solid base 

for the boom without bending the mast with the topping lift. 

 

Hammock.  The sleeping hammock, perhaps better described as a canvas sleeping platform, was of 

original design and enables the crew to sleep above the deck thus keeping sleeping bags and crew 
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dry in the event of water ingress. Trialled on previous week-end cruises this was an excellent piece 

of kit. 

 

 
Hammock and tent frame. 

Photo: Kate Mellor 

 

Slot gasket.  A precondition of the crew before signing up, a MacNamara slot gasket was fitted.  

This simple addition prevents splashes from coming up through the centreboard housing and also 

reduces the noise when sailing. 

 

Secumar Mast Head Buoyancy.  Although Cuillin Peri is fitted with in sail masthead buoyancy it was 

felt that additional buoyancy was prudent for a heavily laden cruising boat when sailing solo and so 

far from help:  The principle of self-recovery being paramount.  The 20l Secumar was fitted by use 

of the topping lift. 

 

Topping lift.  A topping lift was fitted.  This has three functions:  Support the boom when the tent 

was up; provide a means of raising and securing the Secumar at the start of the day; raise a 

masthead light if required for night sailing. 

 

Anchors.  A second anchor (Bruce type to supplement a Sentinel anchor) was obtained and both 

anchors stowed in easily accessible containers under the foredeck.  In order to keep the boat clean 

when stowing dirty anchors plastic boxes were used for stowage that contained both anchor and 

warp.  These had the lids fixed by elastic loop at one end and a quick release clip at the other to 

allow quick access.  When stowed, the boxes were secured to the floor area under the fore deck by 

heavy duty Velcro.  The system proved versatile and worked well. 

 

Camping Equipment and Food.  Food was selected by the skipper on the basis of ease of cooking 

(he not being noted for his culinary skills) and supplemented by the crew who has more discerning 

tastes!  Boil in the bag food was selected for main meals and puddings.  This allowed a warm meal 

to be prepared cleanly and quickly on arrival at the selected destination, often essential after a long 

day.  Breakfast was based upon quick oats. Lunch and snacks were based upon fruit, cereal bars 

and rolls and cheese.  As a result all that was required was a quick way of boiling water.  A JetBoil 

Personal Cooking System was used.  A larger pan was carried but in the end not used. 
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Cooking breakfast – Jetboil PCS. 

Photo: Kate Mellor 

 

Passage planning.  Passage planning was done using: 

 

Imray charts: C85, Imray West Coast of Scotland Series: 2800.3, 2800.4, 2800.5, 2800.6 

OS map sheets: Tobermory and North Mull Sheet 47; Oban and East Mull Sheet 49;  Iona, Ulva and 

West Mull Sheet 48; Sheet 50 Loch Etive and Glen Orchy. 

Imray: The Yachtsman’s Pilot: Isle of Mull and Adjacent Coats by Martin Lawrence Second Edition 

(2004). 

Admiralty Tidal Stream Atlas: West Coast of Scotland.  (This uses Dover as its standard port  – Oban 

is -0530 hours of Dover). 

Local knowledge (skipper had sailed these waters previously in a larger yacht). 

Reeds Almanac using Oban as the Standard Port.   

 

Charts:  The Imray West Coast of Scotland series of charts proved ideal for planning and use; fitting 

neatly into the A3 mapcase when folded in half.  They provided sufficient detail for accurate 

position fixing, however they do not cover the Inner Hebrides.  The Imray C85 proved slightly too 

large a scale to be useful as anything other than a ‘road atlas’ whilst on the move but was good for 

longer passage planning.  The slightly smaller scale admiralty charts of the same area (which we did 

not have) may have been better but would require 2 sheets to cover the same area.  The lack of 

detail on the C85 chart meant greater use of the OS maps was made than originally envisaged.   

 

Maps vs Charts.  Good charts of a sufficiently large scale are essential for passage planning around 

Mull, providing clear indication of navigation lights, beacons and underwater obstructions (many of 

which are unmarked and often just awash).  OS maps provide better definition of the visual 

surroundings, facilities ashore and indication of shelter on the shore.  However OS maps give no 

indication of tidal and water conditions and essential navigational information.  In truth you need 

to work with both charts and OS maps to gain the best from the versatility of the Wayfarer and to 

find that elusive empty golden sandy beach. 
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Pilot.  The Isle of Mull Pilot gave very useful navigational advice – providing the flesh to the skeleton 

of the almanac and charts.  It is written for yachts and so whilst it is a useful guide do not be 

constrained by it.  By dint of their size Wayfarers can do so much more and stay in places that the 

pilot considers marginal. 

 

Speeds. Passage planning was calculated at a cruising speed of 4 knots.  This proved to be about 

right.  

 

Tides.  Although not as strong as some areas, the tides around Mull do need to be taken into 

consideration: most notably the overfalls in the entrance to the Sound of Mull which extend quite a 

way south into the Firth of Lorn.  In strong winds and foul tides these can become fearsome for a 

small boat.  We were lucky in that our proposed plan allowed us to work with the tides in our 

favour throughout, considerably reducing the time taken to reach a destination and even for 

passages to be extended.  The tides moved from springs to neaps throughout the week.  The tidal 

atlas is based on Dover times which differ from Oban tides by about 5 ½ hours.  Tobermory and Coll 

differ from Oban tides by about 20 mins.   A very general idea of tidal flows is below: 

 

         
Flood      Ebb 

Note: The arrows are not representative of tidal speeds but merely direction 

 

Tide times in this log are given for Oban as the standard port and in local (Summer) time  

 

Weather Forecasts.  The most useful and easily accessible forecasts were those issued by the Clyde 

Coastguard every 3 hours.  Announced on Ch 16 and then broadcast on a subsidiary channel 

according to locality these were the most reliable and regular source of weather information for up 

to 48hrs ahead.  The weather is very changeable on the West Coast and so an afternoon forecast 

for the next day may vary considerably from a morning one.  The Coastguard updates were 

received in all locations that we sailed to.  Alternative sources for weather information were 

Marinecall (depending on UHF/Mobile reception) and FM radio.  The former was used when we 

missed a forecast on Coll but it is not a swift process and in poor mobile coverage can be 

frustrating.  The latter was not used as the Coastguard updates were so effective.  Mobiles can also 

provide a web based weather update.  This method was not tried. 

 

All maps and an emergency contact telephone list were laminated.  Imray charts are on toughened and 

splashproof paper but were stored in an Ortlieb A3 map case for protection.  This proved very satisfactory. 
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CRUISE DIARY. 

 

Thursday 12 August 2010:  Adrian drove from Wiltshire to Leeds to collect Kate.  The only incident was a 

puncture on the A46 near Kenilworth.  Fortunately the verge was wide enough to ensure a safe wheel 

change and a replacement tyre and inner were purchased from the local agricultural merchants and fitted 

by tyre specialists.  This incident emphasised the importance of carrying a spare and being able to fit it 

quickly and easily;  the car jack fits the boat trailer and so changing the wheel only took 15 minutes.  

Waiting for the AA for assistance would cause delay but may be essential on a busy road where you cannot 

pull safely onto the verge. 

 

Friday 13 August 2010:  Having met up in Leeds we drove to Port Appin (via the Green Wellie Shop at 

Tyndrum - essential for a good top up of Whisky!).  Arriving in good weather we made the most of the 

opportunity to rig the boat and prepare for the cruise.  Kate sealed the cover over the chute and around 

the asymmetric spinnaker pole to ensure that the stowage under the foredeck remained as dry as possible.  

We made a final check of the weather to decide on the itinerary.   

 

Sat 14 Aug  Sun 15 Aug  Mon 16 Aug   

Tue 17 Aug  Wed 18 Aug  Thu 19 Aug   

Tobermory 

Creag Is 

Coll 

Port Appin 

Puilladobhrain 
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The forecast was for light winds over the weekend and then winds of f3-4, less Monday night, so we could 

go up to Tobermory and then out to Coll. Beyond that we would judge conditions as they came but we now 

had a backstop to the cruise in that we were invited to a family 70th Birthday supper at Ardtur the following 

Thursday. 

 

Saturday 14 August 2010:  Ardtur, Port Appin to Tobermory.  Distance 27Nm 

 

Tide LW HW LW HW 

Time (BST) 0334 0919 1541 2134 

Height 0.6 3.7 0.7 3.5 

 

Weather: 

 

Forecast:  Variable 1-2 with sunny spells. 

 

Actual:   A windless day with mirror calm waters providing the most beautiful day in Argyll.  The 

windless condition remained with us down the Lynn of Morvern and up the Sound of Mull until 

about 1800 hours when we were able to sail the last couple of miles towards Tobermory. 

 

 

 
Loch Linnhe. 

Photo: Adrian Pery 

 

We went sailing around Mull, me and my mate 

The skipper was Adrian and the crew was Kate 

We set of from Appin, 

With plenty of mappin’ 

For a week of scenery and sun that was first rate. 

 

Plan:  To sail from Port Appin and head south-west down the Lynn of Morven on the ebb tide, along the 

northside of Lismore, before going north up the Sound of Mull;  with Loch Aline as a hard target and 

Tobermory as a stretch target.  The tidal gate at the southern end of the Sound of Mull meant that we 

needed to leave Port Appin at 1100 hours to round Morvern Point on the slack tide at about 1530 hours 

before catching the flood up the Sound of Mull. 
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Log: Realising that the lack of wind would mean motoring for much of the way we loaded an extra fuel can 

on board and after packing the boat we set off about 1115 hours.  The lack of wind made the scenery 

amazing, with a mirror reflection for 4 miles across the loch. 

 

 
Ready for the off – where is the wind? 

Photo: Adrian Pery 

 

Shortly after setting off we saw about 20 seals on Eilean Glas (56 34.4N 5 25.3 W) and so stopped the 

motor and slowly paddled by to avoid disturbing the seals.  We continued down the Lynn of Morvern, 

spotting some porpoises en route, with the engine at just above tick over, making about 4knots over the 

ground.  As a result we reached the Point of Morvern (and potential overfalls) an hour before the tide 

turned, however the conditions were such that this did not prove a problem.  We motored on past Loch 

Aline as, with the weather being so beneficial, we had decided to push on to Tobermory and be better 

placed to go to Coll the following day.   

 

The sea and sun on the first day gave us a roll, 

Destination Loch Aline - all very droll, 

But here is the rub 

Tobermory has a pub! 

And is closer to that sandy beach on Coll. 

 

Passing north of Salen the wind eventually picked up such that sailing was better than motoring and so, 

with relief, we switched the engine off and beat up the Sound of Mull for the next hour towards 

Tobermory.  

 

Approaching Tobermory we decided to enter via the Dorlinn, the passage at the SW end of Calve Island.  

This is not an approach for the faint hearted at a low state of the tide as it dries out, so we dropped the 

sails and gently motored in.  Our apprehension grew as the 15ft speed boat that entered in front of us hit 

the bottom and damaged his propeller; however, with caution and a paddle at hand, we safely passed over 

the entrance and into Tobermory. 
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A relaxed skipper. 

Photo: Kate Mellor 

 

The marina at Tobermory is very welcoming with good facilities, although the berthing fee, which does 

provide access to the ablutions, does not cover the cost of the showers.  Wayfarers should moor at the 

small boat (dinghy/tender) pontoon opposite the dive boats near the gangway to shore (make sure they 

have turned off their radios if you want an uninterrupted sleep).  An inflatable boat roller was used as a 

giant fender; it held Cuillin nicely off the pontoon and was much more secure then the smaller fenders.  

 

 
Alongside in Tobermory; tent up with hammock.  Boat roller as fender. 

Photo: Adrian Pery 

 

We had achieved better than expected on day one and were now well poised to go out to the Islands, 

subject to a continuing favourable forecast. 

 

The engine (a 3.5 hp Tohatsu 2 stroke) had performed very well and we were able to estimate that its 

internal fuel tank, of approximately 1.25l would run for about 2 hours covering about 8Nm. 
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Sunday 15 August 2010.  Tobermory to North Coll 16 Nm 

 

Tide LW HW LW HW 

Time (BST) 0416 1000 1628 2215 

Height 0.9 3.5 0.7 3.5 

 

Tobermory +0020 from Oban 

Arinagour +0017 from Oban 

 

Plan: To depart Tobermory and round Ardmore Point before sailing out to Arinagour on Coll.  By departing 

early to mid morning we aimed to catch the last of the flood tide out of the north end of the Sound of Mull.  

Thereafter we would be set slightly southwards (in our favour) by the slow ebb as we crossed to Coll. 

 

Weather: 

 

Forecast:  Variable f2-3 with wind increasing to f5-6 by Monday evening. 

 

Actual:   Variable winds from East of f2 through nothing to S f2-3 later.  Clear skies. 

 

Log:  With the weather set fair until at least Monday night we decided to head out to Coll, hoping to arrive 

in time to explore the Island.  Before we could leave we were keen to replace the 3l of fuel we had used the 

previous day in case the winds remained light and we had to motor a great deal further.  With an intended 

departure of 0930 hours to catch the last of the flood we discovered that the only fuel outlet would not 

open until 1030 hours, although no-one could be sure - it being a Sunday.  We were saved by a local 

fisherman who said he might have some fuel in his boat along with the 2 stroke oil; and he did.  Indeed he 

also provided us with the fuel can to put it in.  What amazing hospitality. 

 

There was a fair wind in Tobermory and we motored to clear the moorings before raising the sails and 

exiting the harbour through the northern entrance.  The wind was initially from the east and so we were 

able, having rounded Rubha nan Gill and its lighthouse, to raise the symmetrical spinnaker for the first time 

on Cuillin Peri and sail out past Ardmore point, the northern point of Mull.  
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Spinnaker towards Ardmore Point. 

Photo: Adrian Pery 

 

Shortly afterwards the wind died and so we were back to motoring and glad to have the extra fuel as a 

reserve.  As the water calmed we were amazed to see a fin swimming towards us – too large and the wrong 

shape for another porpoise we suddenly saw a nose some way ahead of the fin and realised there was a 

16ft basking shark swimming past us.  Sadly we were unable to follow it and so only saw its fin and nose – 

but it was still an amazing sight.  

 

 
Basking Shark. 

Photo: Kate Mellor 

 

It was about this time that the GPS, having stuttered on and off all day, finally gave up the ghost.  With 

good conditions this was not a problem but we were back to good old traditional navigation.  With variable 

winds it was a frustrating hour of engine on, engine off, sails up and sails down but eventually the wind 

settled into a steady SW and we were able to lay the north end of Coll on a fine reach.  As reaching 

Arinagour would have involved a longer beat, and the forecast was for light winds from the SW, we decided 

to head to a sandy bay on the north point of Coll and stay there for the night.  A few miles off Coll we saw a 

large splash near the coast, it was not a boat but could have been either a breaching Minke whale or 

basking shark – both having been reported in the area.  As we drew nearer the island, and after a quick study 

of the pilot book and the OS map, we settled upon the bay (Traigh Tuath) opposite Eilean Mor, by Rubha 
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Sgor-innis (just north of Sorisdale Bay and near the Cairns of Coll), and around mid afternoon we sailed into 

the skerries, dodging the rocks as we saw them in the crystal clear water.  When we came around the first 

headland we saw another boat anchored off the beach – disaster!  So we went around the rocks and onto 

the next beach which was even more beautiful! 

 

 
Traigh Tuath on the north end of Coll. 

Photo: Kate Mellor and Adrian Pery 

 

Despite there being a few families on the beach we knew they would soon depart and so we sorted the 

boat out and prepared to stay the night.  With the forecast for strong winds on Monday night we decided 

we would go back into Loch Sunart or Tobermory the next day, and as a result could delay our departure 

until mid-morning to catch the ebb tide back into the top of the Sound of Mull.  Thus we waited until the 

tide came in (and out a bit) that evening before beaching Cuillin Peri for a night of glorious rest on the sand.   

 

Swimming on Coll is a story to be told, 

Requiring the bather to be rather bold. 

A quick dash after you change, 

And depth according to leg range, 

As the water in Argyll is really quite cold. 

 

Being on such a beautiful sandy beach in the sunshine we thought we would go for a swim.  It was a very 

short swim as the cold water did not lend itself to a long immersion, especially once it reached ‘waist height’.  

The cold was a timely reminder not to capsize or fall in involuntarily, given we did not have dry or 

immersion suits.  We also experimented with the anchors and discovered that neither the bruce nor 

sentinel anchors would hold in the soft sand on the beach, but the sentinel was much better in wet sand 

below the tide line (we did not try the large ‘dog cork screw’ which on reflection might have been better).  

So when we came to settling in for the night we waited until the tide was on the fall and then, with an 

anchor to hold the bow out, we beached the stern of the boat up on the sand and she settled well and 

level.  In fact she settled so well we had to work hard to get her out of the sand in the morning. 
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Settled in the sand.  The morning after! 

Photo: Adrian Pery 

 

We went sailing together, my crew and me, 

To a beautiful sandy bay by the sea, 

After giving me a hand, 

Getting the boat on the sand, 

Kate went off to the bow for a pee! 

 

Monday 16 August 2010:  North Col to Tobermory via Loch Drombuie 23 Nm 

 

Tide LW HW LW HW 

Time (BST) 0503 1046 1518 2300 

Height 1.2 3.2 1.1 3.1 

 

Plan:  With the forecast indicating stronger winds coming in Monday night we planned to return to the 

shelter of the mainland, with the intent of sailing into the entrance of Loch Sunart and perhaps into Loch 

Teacuis that night.  This had a fall back option of dropping into Tobermory should the weather deteriorate. 

 

Weather: 

 

Forecast: Variable to S 2-3 becoming 5-6 later.  Rain. 

 

Actual:   Southerly f2-3, drizzle becoming heavy rain later.  The expected high winds did not 

materialise until later than expected, but the rain overnight was very heavy. 

 

Log:  With a grey start to the day we had a leisurely morning waiting for the tide to come in and float off 

the sand.  A moment of worry that the skipper had misjudged time and height of tide (as if!) meant a quick 

spot of digging to reduce the suction around the hull and then, with a bit of weight off the stern (engine 

and rear stowage bag), she floated off and we sailed away at about 1045 hours.  There was a steady breeze 

from the south and so on a fine to broad reach we headed back into the shelter of Loch Sunart.  Although 

the idea had been to head for Loch Teacuis, and enjoy the challenge of sailing around Carna on a falling 
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tide, as the weather slowly deteriorated from grey clouds to rain patches to more persistent precipitation 

we changed our plans.   

 

 
Porpoise on a wet day. 

Photo: Kate Mellor 

 

We decided to head for Loch Drombuie for lunch and then back to Tobermory.  Thus on a single reach from 

Coll we sailed past the porposies and the top of the Sound of Mull, avoiding Red Rocks and up to the 

dramatic and narrow rocky entrance of this sheltered loch.  The wind failed as we arrived and so we 

motored in and dropped the anchor just off the southern shore to have lunch but as the rain became 

heavier lunch was cut short and we decided to run for the cover of Tobermory.  Once out of the entrance to 

Loch Drombuie we were able to pick up the breeze again and on a fine reach (our second tack of the day) 

sailed directly into Tobermory harbour and the pontoon, dodging Big and Little Stirk on the way.  The rain 

proved what a difference the weather can make on wellbeing and morale, as well as the liability to getting 

cold.  So after we put the tent up to allow the boat to dry out we repaired to the nearest café/pub for a 

well deserved hot chocolate followed by hot showers – bliss!   

 

That evening the heavens opened and although we remained dry under canvas the rain came down the 

mast (and other routes) and slowly filled the boat up.  Kate woke in the middle of the night to exclaim there 

was a lot of water in the bottom of the boat to which the skipper replied ‘So?’ and then rolled over to go 

back to sleep – the advantages of the hammock were well demonstrated that night!   
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Tuesday 17 August 2010:  Tobermory to Puilladobhrain (plus Barnacarry Bay) 29 Nm 

 

Tide LW HW LW HW 

Time (BST) 0558 1148 1816 0004 

Height 1.5 3.0 1.4 2.8 

 

Plan:  Time pressure prevented us heading back to the Small Isles so the plan was to depart Tobermory and 

catch the ebb tide south down the Sound of Mull to Loch Aline. 

 

Weather: 

 

Forecast: NW 3-4 backing SW later. 

 

Actual:   NW 2-3, becoming SW 3. 

 

Log:  Sailing to Loch Aline would leave us poised to sail back to Port Appin in easy stages by Thursday, albeit 

with the tides in the wrong direction for the subsequent days’ sailing.  Thus, intending to catch the ebb tide 

down the Sound of Mull and with little time pressure, we were able to have a leisurely start – much to the 

delight of the crew. 

 

 
The crew at rest. 

Photo: Adrian Pery. 

 

This had the added advantage that the bad weather cleared and we were presented with an unexpectedly 

delightful day and an opportunity to dry out a bit before departure. 
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Drying out in Tobermory. 

Photo: Kate Mellor 

 

We sailed out of Tobermory via the Dorlinn just before high water, only just resisting the temptation of 

running through the narrow exit with the spinnaker up!  Once out of the narrows we found ideal conditions 

and quickly raised the spinnaker and with the wind from the NW we held it all the way down the Sound of 

Mull, making excellent time and gybing once near Salen.  Such was our progress, and with such lovely 

weather, we decided to bypass Loch Aline and head out of the Sound of Mull and across the Firth of Lorn to 

somewhere south of Oban; this would leave us better placed to work with the tides over the next two days 

when getting home.  Furthermore in such gentle conditions and with the wind behind the neap ebb tide 

the overfalls at the entrance to the Sound of Mull would be as benign as possible.  After a quick 

confirmatory scan of the chart and pilot we decided to try for Barnacarry Bay or Puilladobhrain 

(pronounced poldohran – or in English ‘Pool of the Otter’).  As we put a second gybe in opposite Scallastle Bay 

Kate, who was helming, did not duck quickly enough and bumped her head on the boom.  Fortunately she 

was not knocked over board and was able to keep the helm steady whilst Adrian dropped the spinnaker 

and took control of the boat.  However Kate was clearly dazed by the incident and so the concern about 

what to do next became paramount.  Options open to Adrian were:  sail into Torosay and get assistance 

ashore; sail to Oban; call for Coastguard/RNLI help; sail on but keep a very watchful eye on Kate.   Oban was 

too far for immediate self help action and Kate was too insistent that she did not want to see a Doctor or 

get help.  Whilst her ability to assess herself may have been below par the fact that she could make her 

point clearly lead Adrian to believe that, along with other first aid checks, she was OK to continue given the 

current conditions.  This decision was based upon the supporting factors that finding help in Torosay would 

take time, if indeed it was available, and that we were heading towards Oban, where the best help was to 

be found.  Thus if Kate did subsequently require help we were getting closer to it.  Had Kate been worse, or 

the weather less benign, then clearly an alternative course of action would have been adopted; which 

would most probably have been a call to the Coastguard/RNLI in Oban using the VHF.  It became obvious 

Kate was OK when the sore head frown became a pouting lower lip trying to hide a giggle or smile and so, 

with the spinnaker down and slight alterations to our course; we exited the Sound of Mull past the 

imposing Duart Castle. 
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Duart Castle. 

Photo: Adrian Pery 

 

Despite the gentle winds and ebb tide the sea state quickly rose and the passage past the entrance of Loch 

Don was quite lumpy with the tidal effects – this would not be easy sailing in strong winds and tide.  

However we had sufficient wind to sail through and then settled into a long broad reach across the Firth of 

Lorn.  As Kate wished to see the Bridge over the Atlantic we sailed down to the northern entrance of the 

Sound of Clachan and into Puilladobhrain, although the tide was too low to reach the bridge itself.  

Puilladobhrain is a delightful anchorage and despite warnings in the pilot book of it being overcrowded was 

relatively quiet with only 5 other yachts in it (Scottish schools had gone back this week) 2.  We dropped the 

anchor (the bruce held well in the mud) and had supper.  Our original intent had been to visit Barnacarry 

Bay, so after a meal we left the anchorage, and still unable to reach the Bridge over the Atlantic, motored 

northwards.  The wind had got up and as we approached Barnacarry Bay it became clear this would not be 

a restful overnight anchorage, so we returned to Puilladobhrain as the evening drew in.  It should be noted 

that Barnacarry Bay is well guarded by some large rocks that lie just below the surface but fortunately for 

us they were still clearly visible in the crystal water.  Back in a still miraculously empty Puilladobhrain our 

previous slot was vacant and we quickly put the tent up, set an anchor light with a cyalume and settled 

down for our first night fully afloat in this beautiful sheltered anchorage whilst watching the sun set over 

the hills of Mull.  With nowhere to pull the boat ashore (on a rising tide and rocky shoreline) we were 

unable to take advantage of the pub at Clachan, a mere ½ mile away over the hill; perhaps there is merit in 

an inflatable tender (canoe?) for a Wayfarer.   However after a long day it was not long before sleep 

claimed us both; we did not miss the pub. 

                                                             
2
 The pilot states that Puilladobhrain in July normally has a dozen or more boats and the maximum seen is 58.  There 

were only 6 there this night. 
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Wednesday 18 August 2010:  Puilladobhrain to the Creag Islands 11Nm 

 

Tide HW LW HW LW 

Time (BST) 0004 0706 1337 1926 

Height 2.8 1.7 2.8 1.7 

 

Plan:  Sail to the Creag Islands (lying half way up the south side of Lismore), via the Sound of Kerrera and 

past Oban, on the flood tide to stay overnight before sailing back to Appin. 

 

Weather: 

 

Forecast: SW 3-4 becoming S or SE next day. Rain showers 

 

Actual:  SW 2-3 with occasional showers.  Becoming clear over night as wind backed to S or SSE f2. 

 

Log:  With two days to get back to Port Appin there was little pressure for an early start, especially as we 

wished to follow the flood tide up past Oban – all good news for the crew again.  Unwilling to end what had 

been a wonderfully relaxing cruise we decided to head for the Creags halfway up the southern side of 

Lismore, as from there we were only a short dash from Port Appin if the weather threatened.  However, 

despite the forecast and the grey clouds over the hills of Mull and Argyll, the Firth of Lorn stayed 

remarkably dry and indeed became increasingly sunny.  So we decided that if the weather held we would 

anchor off Eilean na Clioche in the Creags.  This is an anchorage only for settled weather and best in light 

SW winds, but it does provide outstandingly beautiful views up Loch Linnhe to the hills above Loch Creran 

and Glencoe, and even Ben Nevis in clear weather. 

 

Leaving the anchorage and swabbing the decks free of mud Adrian (for Kate had decreed he should do the 

hard work!) dropped the sponge overboard.  Disaster!  Thinking quickly we tacked around and Adrian 

grabbed the extending paddle to try and paddle back and recover this vital piece of equipment.  With a 

vigorous first stroke the aluminium shaft buckled.  Undaunted, and in order to paddle on, Adrian discarded 

the top of the shaft rearwards in haste; which startled Kate who thought he was throwing things at her in 

frustration.  The shortened paddle was insufficient to make headway against the breeze so Adrian raced 

rearwards and attempted to start the outboard.  As always in such situations, the engine that had been 

perfectly behaved all week suddenly became recalcitrant and would not start.  Language deteriorated.  

Then the engine started, the sponge was recovered, stress was relieved and we were on our way.  It is 

amazing how small incidents can spiral. 

 

Sadly the low tide still precluded a visit to the Bridge over the Atlantic and so, with the wind now in the SW, 

we raised the spinnaker as we left Puilladobhrain and headed up the Sound of Kerrera.  In the light winds 

we enjoyed a delightful run past Gallanach (the Puffin Dive Centre) and the various shoals and rocks in the 

Sound.  We kept the spinnaker flying all the way past Oban, avoiding the CalMac Ferry as it set off for Mull 

and the Small Isles, and exited out through the northern entrance of the harbour.  Leaving Maiden Island to 

port (keeping close to the isle to avoid the rocks on the main shore), we held the spinnaker until we were 

well into the Lynn of Lorn before we had to drop it and head for Creag and Pladda Islands.  The pilot book 

and the charts place the anchorage on the NE side of Eilean nam Gamhna, which is perhaps best for a 

yacht, but with a Wayfarer we headed round to the NE side of the raised beach that links Eilean na Clioche 

to Eilean Dubh (56 29.25N  5 30.6 W).   Although the beach itself is made of large stones there is good sand 

a short distance off and in neap tides a Wayfarer can lay close too without risk.  
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Anchored between Eilean na Clioche and Eilean Dubh (from the top of the Stac). 

Photo: Kate Mellor 

 

We anchored on the eastern end of the beach by burying an anchor in a stone cairn, before exploring the 

island and climbing the obvious stac on Eilean na Clioche (there is a steep path up the SW side).  With a 

spot of sunshine the summit turned into a lovely snoozing spot before a quick shower of rain sent us back 

to Cuillin Peri where we broke into the emergency stores of ‘Pimms in a Tin’  (the Sloe Gin having been 

breached in Coll).   The dutch courage made us foolhardy enough to attempt another swim – unsurprisingly 

the water was still very cold but we did feel hugely invigorated by a dip!  

 

Settling in for the night we placed a second anchor on the beach for peace of mind before relaxing in the 

evening sunshine afloat (it being too stony to pull the boat up). 

 

 

 
Eilean na Clioche and the Stac on the left. 

Photo: Adrian Pery 
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However our peace was disturbed by the pitter patter of small footsteps on the tent roof.  Closer inspection 

saw two feet outlined through the ventile canvas, as well as the shadow of a little bird.  Sadly we could 

never get into a position to see the nervous little visitor, and thus identify him, but he kept coming back 

and even fighting off rivals for this most commodious of perches.  A lovely end to a peaceful day. 

 

 
Our evening visitor. 

Photo:  Adrian Pery and Kate Mellor 

 

During the night the wind backed to rather more southerly, if not slightly SSE.  This left us very slightly more 

exposed to the beach with a swell creeping around the corner of Eilean Dubh, but by throwing an anchor 

out into the sandy bottomed bay we were able to comfortably stand off the beach until morning and sleep 

easy.  Easily done in the neap tides (Kate did not even wake up as the skipper performed this heroic task) at 

spring tides we would have had to anchor further off the beach and thus been more exposed to the swell 

coming around the corner.  The Creags provide an idyllic anchorage in the right conditions – and we had 

them. 

 

Thursday 19 August 2010:  Creag Islands to Ardtur, Port Appin 6 NM 

 

Tide HW LW HW LW 

Time (BST) 0242 0838 1524 2103 

Height 2.7 1.8 2.9 1.8 

 

Plan:  The last day.  We would sail  back to Ardtur on the flood tide up the Lynn of Lorn past Port Apppin, 

recover the boat and attend a 70th Birthday Supper. 

 

Weather: 

 

Forecast: S 3-4, Showers; with a strong wind warning for that night and gales and rain on Fri! 

 

Actual:   SW 3-4, sunshine. 
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Log:  With only 6 miles to go to we could again enjoy a leisurely start (is a pattern emerging?) and indeed 

the flood tide would help us.  Thus we slowly emerged from our floating home and packed away the tent 

for the last time and in a steady SW set sail for Port Appin about midday.  Quickly the skipper persuaded 

the crew that we could fly the spinnaker and so for the 4th day (out of 6) we had the kite up.   

 

 
Fast cruising up the Lynn of Lorn. 

Photo: Adrian Pery. 

 

With the conditions and sail plan we made excellent progress, passing a large seal colony on Eilean Dubh in 

the Lynn of Lorn (56 31.3N 5 27.9W) and in just over the hour we were past Port Appin and approaching 

the slip at Ardtur.  Dropping the spinnaker at the last possible moment (showing our best face to those 

onshore) we realised how much the wind had got up, but two tacks and 5 minutes later we gently glided up 

to the slipway and the end of our cruise. 

 

All that remained was to recover the boat.  We had realised during the week (mostly when trying to drag 

her off the beach at Coll) that all the equipment on board made for a very heavy boat.  As the slip at Ardtur 

is narrow and steep we emptied everything out of the boat before pulling her up.  It was at this stage we 

realised just how much we had aboard – truly a Wayfarer is a very capable boat and ideal for such an 

endeavour.   What was not aboard was much in the way of water in the buoyancy compartments, she had 

remained dry after 6 days of sailing.  With the boat out of the water and kit packed into the car we de-

rigged and washed Cuillin Peri prior to making her ready for the road move south.  All that remained was a 

welcome bath! 
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Unpacking. 

Photo: Adrian Pery 

 

As it was Adrian’s aunt’s birthday the day was not over, and Kate was introduced to gentle outdoor games 

such as tenniquoits (an ideal Wayfarer game involving a badminton net and a rubber quoit, so it is easily 

portable but playable in windy conditions and ideal for all generations) through to engaging after dinner 

games.  With a dinner of Loch Linnhe prawns (think langoustine but tastier) this was the perfect end to a 

wonderful week. 

 

Friday 20 August 2010: On Friday after a quick house call to friends living nearby we regretfully departed 

Argyll to head south and join the folk at the Ullswater Gathering.  The rain and gales helped us leave; we 

had certainly hit the right weather window! 

 

 
 The crew in the Creags - Looking up Lynn of Lorn. 

Photo: Kate Mellor and Adrian Pery 
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CRUISE SUMMARY 

 

We had sailed for 6 days during which we had 4 days with the spinnaker up, only one day of a gentle beat 

(day 1) and one day of significant motoring (also day 1).  The sun shone on 5 days of the 6 and although 

there were showers on some days we only had one day of significant rain (day 3).   

 

Of the 5 nights, two were spent tied up alongside a pontoon (in Tobermory), 1 was spent beached on the 

sand in Coll and 2 were at anchor.   

 

Most days were spent in shorts with a windcheater.  With the exception of 

day 3, waterproofs (jackets or trousers) were rarely seen. 

 

We saw seals, porpoises and a basking shark. 

 

We used approximately 5l of fuel, running the engine for about 8 hours.  

From this we calculated an engine fuel tank of 1.25 litres would give approx 

8Nm and 2 hrs of running. 

Cuillin Peri on Coll. 

Photo: Adrian Pery 

We cruised a total distance 122 Nm. 

 

 

Looking up the Lynn of Lorn towards Port Appin. 

Photo:  Adrian Pery 

 

Adrian and Kate went away for a cruise, 

Destination Coll, and that’s no ruse. 

The week was a real success, 

With sunshine, (more or less) 

And Kate came home with only one bruise! 

 

In short we had fantastic weather, beneficial tides and the most wonderful cruise.  We will be back!
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LEARNING POINTS 

 

Selection of Cruising Area.  The area around Mull is one of the most beautiful in Britain.  At the same time 

it is easily accessible.  Novice cruisers should not be put off by the seeming remoteness and grandeur as, 

with the multitude of harbours and safe havens, there is something to do in most weathers and the tides 

are not too fearsome.  This cruise was ideal and sufficiently challenging for us.  We will go back to explore 

further. 

Experience and Achievement.  From reading other logs, and perhaps given our previous experience, we 

could have done more; especially given that weather reports can often sound pessismistic – but it was better 

to err on the side of caution.  It is always better to wish you had done more than over extend yourselves.  

We can always (and will) go back. 

Navigation.  The area around Mull has many rocks, often unmarked or unlit, in the midst of deep channels.  

Use a large scale chart and keep a good look out.  We did not sail at night and would be very cautious of 

doing so.  Otherwise the navigation is easy as most destinations allow for good visual navigation in 

reasonable weather conditions.   

Solo or Company.  With the weather we experienced there is no doubt our decision to go as a solo boat 

was the right one.  Had the weather been worse then we may have come to a different conclusion.   

VHF, Coastguard and Weather.  The coastguard provides an excellent service and the 3 hourly weather 

updates are easily picked up on handheld VHF.  This removed all weather worries and negated the need for 

other sources of information.  The VHF coverage was excellent throughout the area sailed. 

Reliance on Electronics.  The failure of the GPS was more annoying (no accurate daily distance log) than 

worrying.  The weather and distances were such that traditional and visual navigation was an easy fall back.  

However it proved the point that electronics can fail at any time and crews should be able to navigate 

‘manually’.  Do not rely on gadgets alone. 

Medical.  Kate’s connection with the boom presented an interesting quandary.  We carried a basic first aid 

kit, but that was not sufficient for dealing with a head injury.  Although help is available via the coastguard 

a solo cruise presents other complications.  You cannot easily leave the boat or sail long distances alone.   

There is no question that Kate was the priority but accompanying her would have meant leaving the boat in 

an exposed or unsecured location with everything aboard.  This is the downside of a solo cruise. 

   

Incident Management.  When things go wrong they usually do so very rapidly.  Always think through 

potential incidents and rehearse the actions to be taken in such events, even if only in your heads.  Plan for 

the worst and hope for the best. 

Alternative Plans and Stretch Targets.  Changes in weather and circumstances can require a change in 

plans.  Always have an ‘escape’ plan for bad weather or emergencies but also have a stretch target if the 

weather is better than expected.  We did change our plans several times (the advantage of a solo cruise) 

and as a result achieved more than expected at times.  This was immensely satisfying. 

Weather.  We were blessed with generally good weather, but the one day of bad weather had a significant 

effect on our abilities and morale.  Do not underestimate the cooling effect of wind and rain and plan 

accordingly to shorten the passage in bad weather (have an ‘escape plan’) and conversely make the most of 

the good weather. 
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Clothing.  For this week our clothing was about right. Generally clothing needs to be versatile and quickly 

and easily adjusted.  Everything must dry easily and provide warmth when wet.  Zip off trousers that 

convert to shorts are ideal for cruising and launch/recovery. Again - plan for the worst and hope for the 

best. 

Equipment and Boat Weight.  There was little we took that we did not use.  Thus we feel the 

stowage/equipment plan was about right.  This does however make a heavy boat; too heavy for a solo crew 

to roll easily.  Work with the tides to make the sea work for you.  If you have to roll the boat, be prepared 

to unload her. 

Boat Tent and Hammock.  The choice of the Mk2 Hooped tent was ideal for Cuillin Peri, a Wayfarer World.  

It was easy and quick to erect, a useful facet in inclement weather, yet provided sufficient space inside.  

Although not tested in strong winds it seems robust.  The hammock inside worked well and removed all 

worries about water accumulating in the bottom of the boat (be it by leakage or rain seepage).  As a result 

we slept well in all locations.  The taped up transom flaps did not leak but a fair amount of water did come 

down the mast when it rained heavily in Tobermory, this however did not matter. 

Anchors.  Two anchors were essential.  It seems sensible to have two different types to be able to make 

best use of the differing capabilities in a variety of conditions.  We were disappointed by both the sentinel 

and bruce anchors in soft beach sand.  In wet sand the sentinel (2 ½ kg) held extremely well, and in mud the 

bruce (2 ½ kg) was very good and easy to clean.  We also carried a dog lead ‘cork screw’ but did not use it, 

although it may have had a use in the softer sand. 

Food.  Easily prepared, but filling, food is essential.  Boil in a bag (often sold as Wayfarer Food or Army 

rations) is ideal and allows quick preparation in cramped conditions on arrival at the same time producing 

hot water for a drink. 

Sunday Shopping.  You cannot get fuel on Sunday morning in Tobermory.  We did not try to buy anything 

else so cannot comment on the opening hours of other shops. 

Marina Facilities.  Beautiful beaches and anchorages are wonderful, but a berth alongside and a good 

shower are a welcome break, indeed almost essential in bad weather.  Tobermory has good facilities (and 

the pub helps too). 

Preparation.  Test everything, especially cookers and gadgets, before leaving home.  It is very dull (if not 

terminal) to find that you have left behind that important widget that means your cooker or something will 

not work.  Also carry essential spares, including for the road move.  The cruise starts when you leave home. 

 

 
The north end of Coll - Traigh Tuath and Eilean Mor by Rubha Sgor-innis. 

Photo: Adrian Pery 
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Equipment and Stowage 
 

Boat: 

 

Wayfarer World (W10405) Cuillin Peri, with rear side seats fitted to improve comfort and stowage. 

Rear box has been removed and replaced with a waterproof bag (80l Ravenspring bag with drysuit 

zip). 

Jeckells Main with 2 reefing lines set. 

Macnamara/Roberts Reefing Genoa. 

Symmetrical spinnaker. 

Slot gasket. 

3.5 HP Tohatsu 2 stroke outboard. 

Fuel (initially 10l). 

Pair of oars. 

Paddle. 

Rear transom drainage flaps (taped up). 

 

Safety: 

 

Personal buoyancy aids (skipper’s was a Palm Kaikoura with pockets giving 70N buoyancy with 1.5l 

camelback for water). 

Inshore flare pack (x2) with orange and red smoke – note we had no red rockets. 

Mini flares x2 packs (Red). 

Entel HT series submersible handheld VHF radio and spare battery. 

GPS (Garmin  e-Trex Vista C). 

Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) – Fast Find 210 GPS. 

Handheld silva compass. 

Manual foghorn. 

Secumar masthead buoyancy (20l) and resetting kit. 

In sail masthead buoyancy (air cushion, later tested in Ullswater with 2 reefs and prevents 

inversion). 

15m man-overboard throw line. 

First aid kit. 

 

Chandlery: 

 

2.5 Kg Sentinel anchor with 2 m chain and hawser laid anchor rope. 

2.5 Kg Bruce anchor with leaded anchor rope. 

Canvas windmill Mk 2 Hooped tent. 

Homemade adjusted gooseneck to raise the boom when sleeping. 

Hammock/canvas sleeping platform. 

Topping lift – secumar uphaul, boom support and mast head light as required. 

Boom crutch. 

2x inflatable boat rollers (double as large fender). 

360 Navilight (white all round LED visible to 3Nm). 

Cyalumes for anchor lights. 

Boat sponge. 
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Collapsible/canvas buckets. 

Radar reflector. 

 

Clothing (Skipper):   

 

Sailing:  

Long sleeved wicking baselayer and Polo shirt. 

Musto Gilet (body warmer). 

Rooster aqua fleece – good splash and shower protection and warmth. 

Dinghy top  (if required). 

Craghopper zip off trousers (shorts and trousers in one garment – quick and simple to 

change from shorts to trousers  as required.  Quick drying and warm when wet, provides 

protection against mosquitoes). 

Palm semi dry kayak trousers if required (less bulky than sailing foul weather gear but not 

as warm). 

 

Spare clothing: 

Musto fleece (warm evening layer). 

Paramo Zip off trousers/shorts (warm and waterproof and will get used more). 

Paramo Mountain shirt (warm and wicking when wet). 

Sailing foul weather jacket (provides a degree of warmth). 

Travel towel and small cotton towel. 

 

Clothing (Crew):   

 

Sailing:  

Long sleeved Helly Hansen baselayer and T-shirt. 

Short sleeved Helly Hansen base layer polo shirt. 

RAB microfleece. 

Craghoppers fleece bodywarmer. 

Gill fleece and windproof top (evidently not waterproof as proven when tested in the rain). 

Craghopper zip off trousers (shorts and trousers in one garment – quick and simple to 

change from shorts to trousers  as required.  Quick drying and warm when wet, provides 

protection against mosquitoes). 

Gill ocean sailing jacket (despite the baselayer, microfleece and windproof fleece, I still got 

cold and needed some waterproofing). 

Gill ocean sailing overtrousers (Complicated with the zips, snap buttons and elastic braces 

when trying to do them up with a sore head!). 

 

Spare clothing: 

Long sleeved Helly Hansen baselayer and T-shirt. 

Long sleeved wicking base layer top. 

Sports shorts. 

Microfleece. 

Travel towel. 
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Camping: 

 

Canvas Windmill Mark 2 hooped tent. 

Hammock/Canvas sleeping platform. 

Headtorch. 

LED Tent Light. 

Sleeping bags (with Goretex bivi bags which were not required). 

Thermarests. 

JetBoil Personal cooking system. 

Thermos flask. 

Insulated mugs. 

Plates and spoons. 

Food : 

Boil in the bag (army ration packs). 

Quick Oats porridge sachets (fast but lasting breakfast). 

Rolls and cheese. 

Oat and cereal bars (efficient and lasting snacks). 

Bananas (nature’s mars bars!). 

5l Roll away water container. 

1.5 l Camelback (in buoyancy aid). 

 

Navigation, Charts and OS maps: 

 

Boat compass. 

GPS (Garmin e-Trex Vista C). 

Hand held silva compass. 

Imray charts: C85, Imray West Coast of Scotland Series 2800.3, 2800.4, 2800.5, 2800.6 

OS map sheets: Tobermory and North Mull Sheet 47; Oban and East Mull Sheet 49; Iona, Ulva and 

West Mull Sheet 48; Sheet 50 Loch Etive and Glen Orchy. 

Imray: The Yachtsman’s Pilot: Isle of Mull and Adjacent Coats by Martin Lawrence Second Edition 

(2004). 

Admiralty Tidal Stream Atlas: West Coast of Scotland. 

Local knowledge. 

 

Electronic and Technical: 

 

Entel HT series submersible handheld VHF radio and spare battery. 

Mobile phone in aquapac. 

Garmin  e-Trex Vista C handheld GPS. 

Water and shock proof cameras: Adrian – Olympus Mu725SW; Kate – Pentax Optio W60. 

Spare power pack of PowerGorilla capable of charging mobile phones by USB and radio batteries by 

12V car socket connector (supports VHF radio and mobile phones). 
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Spares: 

 

Marine Filler, Duct and Clear Tape 

Spare shackles and other sundry items. 

Spare ropes, elastics and halyards. 

Spare foresail (jib). 

Secumar re-setting kit. 

Sail repair patches, needles, thread and palm. 

Tools. 

 

Stowage: 

 

2x 15l Pains Wessex storage containers for food. They fit neatly under the forward side seats but 

remain easily accessible and are watertight. 

Oars, boom crutch, paddle and hammock (when rolled up) were stored under the rear side seats, 

with the oars running forward to under the front side seats.  

Fuel was stored in containers tied to the transom. 

A Ravenspring 80litre bag was used as rear storage containing: 

Inflatable boat rollers x2 and pump. 

Spares including: repair kits, nav light and pole, batteries, cord/rope, tools. 

5m warp, 10m warp, spare ropes and small fenders on bungee between rear seat and transom. 

Cooking equipment, utensils and other sundry items in Ortlieb bag under starboard thwart. 

Anchors in plastic boxes which were secured under foredeck by strong velcro.  This allowed for easy 

access when required but ensured that the anchors did not dirty or foul other equipment and were 

out of the way when sailing. 

Sleeping bags, thermarests, spare dry clothing and sundry items in dry bags under foredeck. 

Charts, maps and pilots when not in use in dry brief case under foredeck, when in use in Ortleb A3 

waterproof map case.  OS maps had been laminated.  In use charts and maps stowed easily behind 

the side benches. 

Engine on outboard bracket on the transom. 

Flares in dry grab bag attached to transom and accessible in case of inversion. 

Radio, PLB, mini flares and hand held compass in skipper’s buoyancy aid. 

2x elasticated pouches fixed in the stern for easy to hand items (sunglasses, gloves, sweets) 

 

Useful Telephone and Radio Details. 

Contact Mobile Landline VHF Channel 

Clyde Coastguard  01475 729988 Ch 16 

MRCC 
Tiree 
Glengorm (N Mull) 
Torosay (E Mull) 

 01475 729014  
Code 57 Ch 86 
Code 56 Ch 23 
Code 58 Ch 10 

Tobermory CG  01688 302 200  

Inshore Waters forecast Ch  16 (switch to Ch 23, 10, 14 or 15 as appropriate) 
(timings  0210, 0510, 0810, 1110, 1410, 1710, 2010, 2310 local) 

Marine call (weather)  09068 9696 53  

Tobermory (piermaster)  01688 302 017  

Arinagour (piermaster)  01879 230 347 31 

 


